ANTARTICA - A TALE BY SAB

Year ZERO: TOTAL DESTRUCTION
In the 21st century, a nuclear war triggered by a group of cyber terrorists, caused the immediate
destruction of a large part of the world’s population.
The nuclear winter and the radioactive fallout drastically reduced the survivors and mankind
found itself on the verge of extinction. Only a few well-organized groups of people survived in the
southern hemisphere south of the 40th parallel.
v
Year 0-300: DARK CENTURIES
During the first three centuries, most of the planet was burned and became inhabitable. The widespread global fires generated large quantities of toxic gases that released nitrogen monoxide into
the atmosphere depleting the ozone layer.
Global warming was certain and inevitable.
Mankind found itself facing dark centuries, during which most of the technological advances civilization had achieved were lost; cultural knowledge and law and order were non-existent, even the
most basic human rights were violated.
Year 300-400: A NEW OPPORTUNITY
As the polar ice caps started to melt, the human race found new hope.
The new climatic conditions of the Antarctic continent allowed for the growth of countless of settlements.
In the year 397, the city of Antartica was proclaimed the capital of Newland and became the most
important cultural, economic and commercial center on planet Earth.

Year 400-500: A NEW POLITICAL SYSTEM
The Antarctic continent was completely colonized by the state of Newland, which established a federation of three dependent states or protectorates: Sanave, Windbay and Stockland, with their own respective capitals of Novolez, Belgrano and
New Antartica. Thanks to its favorable geographical location, the Stockland protectorate had such an economic growth
that, around the year 450, New Antartica, its capital became extremely important to the federal capital, Antarctica.
Year 512: THE REVOLUTION: HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF
The desire for freedom coupled with discontent due to the high taxation imposed on the protectorates by the state of
Newland led to independence movements, which resulted in a declaration of independence of the Stockland protectorate on October 4 th, 512. As tensions rised, a battle of independence was inevitable and on June 21 st, 513, the Battle of
Kemp, a violent air battle between the rebel legion of New Antartica and the elite army of Newland took place.
The arms race had begun.
Year 513: THE BATTLE OF KEMP
After months of bankruptcy negotiations, the state of Newland organized a surprise attack with the purpose of destroying
the military bases of Syowa, Progress and Davis and regain control of the self-proclaimed state of Stockland.
The attack was scheduled for June 21st, 513, the first day of winter, which later became famous as “dark day”.
Thanks to intelligence acquired by the secret service of New Antartica, the rebel legion had prepared itself ahead of the
attack and this led to the historic sky battle of Kemp.
On June 21st, Newland forces comprised of Robodrone Tortuga and Drake Bombers faced the Havok Multirole Fighter of
the rebel brigade of Stockland.
The fierce battle caused serious losses to both sides without declaring a real winner.
Huge investments were later made by both parties to increase their arsenal and strengthen their fleet.

Jet-like excitement in a small package
THE SAB MODEL IS THE SEMI-SCALE 1/8 OF THE ROBODRONE KR84 TORTUGA
Name: 			
KR84 TORTUGA
Verson: 			ROBODRONE
Role: 			
RECONNAISSANCE AND ATTACK
Manufacturer: 		
KRUGER INDUSTRIES
SPECIFICATION
Wing Span: 		
84 cm
Maximum Length:
81 cm
Weight RTF: 		
1.55 Kg
Electric propeller 5x5
Batter size: 		
6s 3000 mA
2 wing servos, 1 micro servo

- Full sandwich fiberglass/airex (vacuum technology)
- Strong! Ready for high speed
- All parts already painted
- Control surface horns already mounted
- Super fast assembly, ready to fly in 2 hours

Full color, step-by-step manual

Easy and fast assembly

Full sandwich Fiber glass/
airex (made under vacuum)
Option for turbine version

ACCESSORIES AND UPGRADES
-

Turbine conversion
Thrust vectoring option (only for 28 mm motor diameter)
Servo rudder kit
Rocket kit

High performance and wide flight envelope, high speed or 3D
THE SAB MODEL IS THE SEMI-SCALE 1/8 OF THE ROBODRONE KR175 DRAKE
Name: 			
K175 DRAKE
Verson: 			ROBODRONE
Role: 			
MULTIROLE FIGHTER
Manufacturer: 		
KRUGER INDUSTRIES
SPECIFICATION
Wing Span: 		
Maximum Length:
Turbine: 			
Tank capacity:

175 cm
220 cm
12-25kg
4.5 liters

Dry Weight RTF: from 11 to 12Kg depending on equipment
6 standard size servos, 4 mini servos
High angle thrust vectoring kit included
Exhaust inox/aluminum pipe included
Fuel tank included
- Full sandwich Fiber glass/airex (vacuum technology)
- All parts already painted
- Control surface horns and servo mounts already installed
- Ready to install SAB landing gear
- Super fast assembly, everything setup at the factory
- Small packaging for lower shipping cost

Easy access to all the components

Large component support panel

Easy wing connection

Conformal fuel tank included

Turbine easily accessible

High angle thrust vectoring

Fully closed landing gear room

ACCESSORIES AND UPGRADES
- Optional human version with cockpit
- Landing gear set with electronic main control unit
- Rocket kit

- Smoke kit
- Carry bag sets

The perfect compromise between agility and stability
THE SAB MODEL IS THE SEMI-SCALE 1/8 OF THE ROBODRONE KR175 HAVOK
Name: 			
M169 HAVOK
Verson: 			ROBODRONE
Role: 			
MULTIROLE FIGHTER
Manufacturer: 		
MCMURDO INDUSTRIES
SPECIFICATION
Wing Span: 		
169 cm
Maximum Length:
236 cm
Turbine: 			12-25kg
Tank capacity:
5 liters
Dry Weight RTF: from 12 to 13Kg depending on equipment
6 standard size servos, 4 mini servos
High angle thrust vectoring kit included
Exhaust inox/aluminum pipe included
Fuel tank included
- Full sandwich Fiber glass/airex (vacuum technology)
- All parts already painted
- Control surface horns and servo mounts already installed
- Ready to install SAB landing gear
- Super-fast assembly, everything set up at the factory
- Small packaging for lower shipping cost

Easy access to all the components
Large component support panel
Conformal fuel tank included
Easy wing connection

Turbine easily accessible

Fully closed landing gear room

High angle thrust vectoring

ACCESSORIES AND UPGRADES
- Optional human version with cockpit
- Landing gear set with electronic main control unit
- Rocket kit

- Smoke kit
- Carry bag sets

ANTARTICA - ABOUT US

Our know-how acquired during 25 years in
advanced composite materials leads us to
produce a complete selection of products
(airplanes, helicopters and hydrofoils)

Our factory in San Mauro Pascoli is certified
industry 4.0 making production faster, more
efficient and more flexible through smart,
connected systems

We use the most sophisticated design and
development software
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The war had begun...
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